Landmarks: Hugh MacDiarmid’s Brownsbank
Paintings by Alexander Moffat and Ruth Nicol, Poems by Alan Riach

Ruth Nicol: ‘Langholm’ (2014)
(Acrylic on Board, 15 x 21cm, private collection)
The exhibition Landmarks: Poets, Portraits and Landscapes of Modern Scotland had its first
airing at the Lillie Gallery, Milngavie, in 2018, going to Montrose Museum and Art Gallery,
and then the Junor Gallery in St Andrews. It is a showcase of some of the major poets of the
20th century, including Hugh MacDiarmid, Sorley MacLean, Robert Garioch, Edwin
Morgan, George Mackay Brown, Sydney Goodsir Smith, Iain Crichton Smith, and Norman
MacCaig, in portraits by Alexander Moffat, in landscapes of the distinctive territories
favoured by each of the poets by Ruth Nicol, and in poems by Alan Riach.
Each iteration of the show highlighted different poets and their favoured places, and different
emphases of argument were engaged. Sandy’s major new painting, Scotland’s Voices (2017),
was the centrepiece of the Junor Gallery show and widened the focus to include traditional
musicians and singers, alongside the literary titans of modern Scotland, to revise the story
and demonstrate that ‘popular’ and ‘intellectual’ arts need not be in opposition but can inform
and nourish each other. In a political climate where divide and rule has been common, this
inclusiveness of vision is essential.
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Biggar and Upper Clydesdale Museum, through MacDiarmid’s Brownsbank, proposed to
host a new configuration of our show and has been admirably resilient and adaptable as the
world has been swept by the tidal wave of the Coronavirus pandemic. We had hoped to open
the exhibition in actuality in the autumn of 2020 but at present, we are obliged to hold that
back. But the condition we’re in grants particular merit to the technologies of our era, and
we’re taking the opportunity to present, online, a trailer showcase of what the new exhibition
will be.
MacDiarmid is at the centre of this new presentation of Landmarks and our show charts the
trajectory of his life, illustrating some of the encounters he had with other major artists –
poets, singers, composers and others – throughout that long trajectory. Many of these
encounters occurred in the Brownsbank years, when MacDiarmid, or, to acknowledge his
domestic name, Chris (Christopher Murray Grieve) and his wife Valda (Valda Trevlyn
Grieve) lived in the little two-room cottage a few miles east of Biggar.
Before Brownsbank, MacDiarmid’s landscapes had pre-eminently been those of the Borders,
in Dumfriesshire, and the small island of Whalsay in the Shetland archipelago: from one
extreme edge of Scotland to the one furthest away from it. His life was dedicated to bringing
out the best from all that those two locations encompassed. He was born and grew up in the
town of Langholm, eight miles away from England. Ruth Nicol’s Langholm landscapes give
us a sense of this place.

Ruth Nicol: ‘Langholm, Hugh MacDiarmid’ (2014)
(Acrylic on Canvas, 2 x 3 m)
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Langholm is at the confluence of three rivers, the Wauchope, the Esk and the Ewes, and
MacDiarmid later wrote that he could tell exactly where he was in Langholm simply by listening
to the sound of the rivers. Their moving waters each had a different music. He writes of ‘the
honey-scented heather hills’ and the forests and moors surrounding the town, in which he
wandered and explored as a boy. But his love extended from the natural world of rivers, hills and
forests to the other end of the spectrum, to book-learning. His father was the local postman and
the family lived below the town library. He claimed that when he left Langholm he had read
every single book in that library and knew what was in every one of them. So book-learning and
the natural world were there from the start. And there was the annual Common Riding, the
traditional summer festival ‘Riding of the Marches’, when a large company of horsemen and
horsewomen ride around the boundaries of the countryside of Langholm’s territory in a tradition
centuries old, marking the border of their own provenance. MacDiarmid returned for it as often as
he could.
Alan Riach: Three Rivers
Langholm, at the confluence – of the Wauchope, the Esk and the Ewes
Like a blind man, let the sounds go in, ears open to the cradle of that territorial cusp
And scents: the honey-scented heather hills, a world made of borders, all around, the hard one
To the south, to be held. The differentiations, the echo effects, the gurgle and the gargle of
Running water, riverbeds and stream curves, currents and banks, the trees and forests above
The flagstones, rocks and bridges, factory walls and windows soaking up the watery reflections –
The waterside folk, the folk in the town, those on the hill, under the shade of the trees –
The four hills of Whita, Warblaw, Meikleholm with its Tinpin knoll, the Castle –
The valleys cut and carved by liquid nourishment, replenishment –
Eight miles away, the English, and once a year, in touching distance, there,
From Square to hillside, hilltop, marches all around, early, first, the dogs,
The racing baying hounds, and then, the morning horses: from stand
And snort and stable, to the Crying of the Fair, to the stout command
And gallop. Inches from your touch, hundreds of galloping horses, riders
Keen and ruddy, thighs and boots, belted, braced and helmeted, eyes
Forward for the summit and the curving tracks and trails that mark
A territory guarded by inhabitants, the folk who live there now.
MacDiarmid spent the 1920s mainly in Montrose as a working journalist, but his first
commitment then was to galvanize into dynamic life the Scottish Renaissance, a new movement
in all the arts – poetry, literature, painting, sculpture, music – and to repoliticise the nation’s
consciousness of the prospect of an independent Scotland, on the world stage.
He had seen death at close quarters in the First World War. He returned from that war with a
vision of what a better world might be. And he had a strategy for making Scotland part of it. He
wrote and published poetry, journalism, essays, polemics, voluminously. But he made so many
enemies among the establishment that by the end of the decade he was virtually unemployable.
Things were looking desperate.
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Ruth Nicol: ‘Sodom, Whalsay’ (2015)
(Acrylic on Canvas, 2 x 3 m, Royal Scottish Academy Corporate Art Rental)
In 1933, with his second wife Valda and their young son Michael, he relocated to the
Shetland archipelago, and spent most of the next decade in extreme poverty, much of it under
physical and mental strain, but he produced some of his greatest poetry through what he
called this ‘halophilous living by the cold northern seas’ (a halophile being a creature that
only survives in an atmosphere of salt).
Brownsbank: 1951-78
After returning to mainland Scotland and spending years at various impermanent homes
through the Second World War, in 1951 Chris and Valda were given occupancy of the cottage
of Brownsbank, just outside Biggar, rent-free, by the benevolent farming family who owned
it, the Tweedies. Here they were to live together until MacDiarmid’s death in 1978, and
Valda alone until her own death, in 1989.
Near the end of his life, MacDiarmid was visited by the young artist Sandy Moffat, who
began to sketch his portrait, with a sense of urgency, knowing that this was to be an essential
record of a great poet, his image captured in art on the very edge of his life. Just as
MacDiarmid had lived ‘where extremes meet’, the artist and the poet were meeting at a
crossroads in both their lives.
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Alexander Moffat: ‘Hugh MacDiarmid: Brownsbank’ (1978)
(Oil on canvas, 91.5 x 56 cm, private collection)
When Chris and Valda arrived at Brownsbank in January 1951, it was a hard, cold, snowy
winter. The cottage itself was their saviour. There was no indoor toilet, no running water,
but Valda remarked with relief, ‘Now we have all we need.’
Some critics have suggested that MacDiarmid’s best work was over and done with by
the time they moved in, that the early lyrics and the poems of the 1920s, the challenging,
philosophical and political poetry of the 1930s, had exhausted his reserves. Not so. In the
haven of Brownsbank Cottage, the shelter of a home became a cradle for ever-widening
engagement with the changing world, an ever-extending mind enquiring curiously,
challenging the status quo, fighting all the while for a better social structure, and for
independence. What made all this possible was Valda. Valda once wrote: ‘Christopher
sacrificed himself for his principles – I sacrificed myself for Christopher.’ It was a sacrifice
she made with decision, and she was not a woman to argue with lightly.
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Alexander Moffat: ‘Valda and Chris’ (2020)
(Pastel on paper, 37.5 x 56.5 cm)

Ruth Nicol: ‘Brownsbank Cottage Study (The Blue Door)’ (2014)
(Acrylic on Board, 15 x 21 cm, private collection)
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Alan Riach: Cottage
'Now we have all we need’ – no drains, no running water,
No indoor toilet, and poverty is as it was, but Valda: now we have all
we need: A roof, two beds, two hearth-fires, rooms to live in, breathe in,
Read in, write in, think – and listen to the opposition,
All those voices coming through in English, radio waves, and
All that screened and screening American trash, junk Scottish pap,
The scum of the universe, magnified and avalanched –
And then the solitary visitors, the mercies enacted
Of great aspirations: Yevtushenko, Ginsberg;
Salutations from admirers: Lowell, Heaney;
Visits to Pound, to Mao, to Ireland and America;
And friends: MacCaig, MacLean and Stevenson;
And family: Michael and Deirdre, grandchildren, close –
And still the world to fight for.

Ruth Nicol: ‘The Road to Biggar’ (2014)
(Acrylic on Board, 15 x 21 cm, private collection)
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In 1952, MacDiarmid published two small books: Cunninghame Graham: A Centenary Study
and Francis George Scott: An Essay on the Occasion of his Seventy-fifth Birthday.
His salutation to Cunninghame Graham takes us back to the foundation of the Labour Party
out of the Scottish Labour Party, the Independent Labour Party and the Labour Movement
more generally, arising at the end of the 19th century, when the Liberal Party was the only
major opposition to the Conservative Party, and all that they stood for: class privilege,
inherited wealth, colonial exploitation and imperialism. And it takes us back to the
foundation of the National Party of Scotland and the Scottish National Party. Cunninghame
Graham was there for both and spoke out about the need for a socialist future and an
independent Scotland to work together to realize that necessary vision. Today, in 2020, the
Labour Party seems to have abandoned all of that history, and principle.
F.G. Scott takes us back to the intensity of cultural work, the work of the composer and
teacher, whose example brought the folk tunes and tones of Scotland and the modernity of
Schoenberg and Bartók into new configurations. His was lonely, solitary, dedicated work.
Scott was an inspiration not only because of his achievement and insight but also because of
his integrity.
In 1955, MacDiarmid published In Memoriam James Joyce, the major work of the era, a
book-length poem with ‘decorations’ by the great Scottish artist John Duncan Fergusson.
This was MacDiarmid’s ‘Vision of World Language’, an ever-expanding deployment of
richly suggestive lists, colorful, provocative, an epic invitation to all the writers and artists he
could think of, all the arts and languages and creative works of all kinds he could refer to,
from all the nations of all the world, throughout history. It is as if he’s saying, ‘Come on,
pilgrims! Its’s a big world out there – take a big bite!’ T.S. Eliot described it as ‘a fitting
tribute to Joyce’ in its magnitude and the sheer variety of its detail.
In 1962, at the Edinburgh Festival, he presided over the presentation to Dmitri Shostakovich
of Ronald Stevenson’s epic Passacaglia for solo piano. He was visited at Brownsbank by the
Russian poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko. And his first Collected Poems was published. His
achievement was beginning to be consolidated and appreciated internationally.
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Alexander Moffat: ‘Passacaglia on DSCH – Ronald Stevenson, Dimitri
Shostakovich and Hugh MacDiarmid’ (2020)
(Oil on canvas 136.5 x 121.5 cm)
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Alan Riach: DSCH
DSCH in Edinburgh, presiding at the moment, almost unrecorded:
Shostakovich, Stevenson and Grieve, while radio and papers and the TV news
Had something else to say. While held throughout the world in high esteem,
The Scottish press just treated Grieve like some ‘embarrassing joke’
And ‘the English press ignored him’ – thus said Alasdair Gray. ‘Dunbar,
Burns, and MacDiarmid’ was David Daiches’s judgement: ‘And of the three, MacDiarmid
Is the greatest miracle.’ What do we do these days with the miraculous?
Three men in suits, but, oh, what luminosity, colour, restraint,
Soothing and brightening, both. In lock-down Soviet Russia,
In lock-down Scotland, ‘coup of the mind’, in lock-down 2020,
Anyone might look out searchingly for colour. Three men in suits:
RS, deliverer of gifts, a gift, a gift of honour given,
DSCH, acceptant, glowing, radiant in luminous red tie,
A saint of sorts, and CMG or HMacD, respectable and smart,
Demure, almost, placid as an undisturbed volcano, expressing neither
Confident assertion, nor the authority of pontification,
But there at the side, presiding as enabler, a man of strong
Encouragement, giving centre-stage to music, the passing
Of music from one beleaguered country to another.
A background blazing red is Leningrad in flames.
A yellow cyclorama of the unknown future sweeping round,
And the sense that even at the end, what raises us all from despair
Will come through colour, texture, movement, such as this
Exemplifies: this hard work of these three men in suits.
In 1963, MacDiarmid published his translation of Harry Martinson’s epic science-fiction
poem Aniara, a tragic vision of mankind in a post-apocalyptic future, leaving the exhausted
earth in a spaceship bound for eternal devastation, with only their memories of earth to sustain
them. In this terrible scenario, those memories come back to remind the characters – and us,
their readers – of why the earth is so valuable, so much to be treasured and why it needs to be
looked after carefully.
In 1964, he engaged with Hamish Henderson in a flyting in the letters pages of The Scotsman
– a public argument of extreme verbal flair and uninhibited opposition, clashing on the matter
of the value of ‘folk song’ as opposed to ‘high art’ and classical music. On 7 March,
MacDiarmid wrote: ‘The demand everywhere today is for higher intellectual levels. Why
should we be concerned then with songs which reflect the educational limitations, the narrow
lives, the poor literary abilities, of a peasantry we have happily outgrown?’ Henderson’s
response was vigorous: ‘Mr MacDiarmid displays not the smallest comprehension of the
difference between traditional song-poetry in the folk idiom and the lucubrations of minor or
minimal scribblers who in every age are the dim also-rans of “art poetry”.’
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And MacDiarmid replied in kind: ‘At the present stage in human history, there are far more
important things to do than bawl out folksongs…’ Henderson insisted on the value of ‘the
continuing vitality’ of the folk tradition, and that ‘To oppose creative art to folk
“interpretation” is a false dichotomy.’
This was an explosive exploration of polarities, with ‘working-class’ and ‘bourgeois’
representatives. In a world so controlled by authorities who sought to foster divisiveness, who
knew the benefits of fragmentation, MacDiarmid and Henderson set out to explore the
extremes, and see just how far the arguments could go. The bringing back together of these
extremes – their meeting – is enacted in Sandy Moffat’s painting Scotland’s Voices.

Alexander Moffat: ‘Scotland’s Voices’ (2016-17)
(Oil on canvas 170 x 230 cm)
In fact, eleven years before this flyting, MacDiarmid had firmly endorsed the virtues of the
folk tradition in an essay entitled ‘To Hell with Culture’ (1953): ‘I have known Edinburgh
intimately for nearly half-a-century, and I could count the cultured Edinburgh citizens I have
met in it on fewer than the fingers of one hand. Most of them are dead now.’ Nevertheless, he
goes on: ‘I did meet certain really cultured people at the Festival time last year – at a concert
that wasn’t on the official Festival programme. It was a ceilidh at which the programme was
sustained by Gaelic and Lallans folk-singers. There was a young boy from Turriff who sang
like a lintie songs that had been orally transmitted for generations in his family. There was an
old farm-wife of over 70. There was a tramp singer who had been travelling the roads of
Scotland all his days.’
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He concludes: ‘It was one of the finest concerts I ever attended. The Scotsman and all the
other papers didn’t print a word about it. These Scottish folk-singers were real artists. Every
one of them was culturally worth all the famous artistes, conductors, actors and actresses of
the official festival a thousand times over. These folk-singers will never be decorated or
named to an academy. When their voices fail they will probably starve to death. But whenever
you hear one of them singing you have there before you the aesthetic impulse of all times
(genuine even if often on a merely elementary level) – and another exemplification of the way
in which in Scotland we have bartered our birthright for a mess of commercialized
cosmopolitan pottage.’
Plurality is the answer, within an independent Scotland, where the values of diversity,
difference, opposition and affirmation cannot be dissolved. The arguments have to be
occupied, exercised and gone through before the recognition of the way all sides inform each
other can be confirmed. Thus Janáček, Bartók, F.G. Scott and Erik Chisholm might all come
into a new configuration. Traditional music and song, so often composed and performed by
women, form the strengths and heart in F.G. Scott’s highly intellectualised solo piano pieces
Intuitions, as well as in his settings of MacDiarmid, Burns, William Dunbar and other poets.
This is the true meaning of ‘popular’: not commercially exploitative but ‘di essenza popolare’
– of the people.

Alexander Moffat: ‘Hugh MacDiarmid and Hamish Henderson’ (2018)
(Oil on canvas 122 x 152.5 cm)
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In 1973, Allen Ginsberg visited Chris and Valda at Brownsbank, sharing a smile and a sunny
conversation. Valda once spoke of how he’d brought some ‘interesting tobacco’ with him,
and offered to share it around. Valda was eager to participate. Chris held shy of that,
preferring his own malt whisky. Ginsberg went on to Iona. Scotland was part of his agenda
too.
MacDiarmid came to the end of his long life in 1978. He saw the proofs of his two-volume
Complete Poems before he died on 9 September, at the age of 86. He knew he had done as
much as he could. His son Michael Grieve wrote of his father’s last days in Chalmers
Hospital, in Edinburgh: ‘At the very end, in the evening of his last night and unable to speak,
though his eyes were still glowing with understanding and intelligence, he turned his head to
the window and looked out to the Edinburgh skyline. A little later Scotland seemed “a colder
and quieter place”.’
He could not have seen in that Edinburgh landscape what we see there now, a new
parliament, a building in which we have our own government.

Ruth Nicol: ‘Holyrood, The Scottish Parliament’ (2014)
(Acrylic on Canvas, 2 x 3 m, Scottish Parliament Collection)
On the walls of that parliament are quotations from a range of Scottish poets, in the three
major languages – Gaelic, Scots and English – in which our literature has been composed
over centuries. But as we write, in 2020, everything is under threat in Scotland. The National
Health Service, the quality of the food in our shops, the very existence of our parliament and
government in Scotland.
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When Alexander Moffat first sketched Chris Grieve in 1978, neither of them could have
foreseen the achievements and the threats that were to come. But Sandy’s painting ‘Hugh
MacDiarmid: Hymn to Lenin’ returns us to the whole trajectory of his life through the
landscapes that surround him, geographical, historical, political. Here are the Borders, the hills
he roamed in as a boy, here is Montrose, centre of the Scottish Renaissance in the 1920s, here
are the islands of the Shetland archipelago, here is a diverse geography enduring through a
history of revolutionary change and here, finally, is the old man himself, pipe in hand, seated in
his Brownsbank armchair, slippers on for comfort, but suited, sharp, and looking up and out at
you. Perhaps he is asking us all: What do you want, you who are alive now, looking at me,
here, today? Read my work and ask yourselves, what do you want for the future?

Alexander Moffat: ‘Hugh MacDiarmid: Hymn to Lenin’ (1979)
(Oil on canvas 113 x 190 cm, Scottish National Portrait Gallery)
Alan Riach: Onwards
The enemy regroups. Like isolated pools of molten metal,
Finding themselves, connecting and reforming
As in fascicles of force, the broken empires of a First World War
Become a fascist Falange, forcing
Spain into its grinding years and Stalin
Into his, and then the Cold War icing all that heat
Into potential outburst, Merlin’s revenge,
And then reforming that, when David turns Goliath
And the rule becomes the government
Of that tripartite law: of Ignorance,
Stupidity, Malevolence: of cowards, fools and monsters:
Of human beings at their worst.
There is no end of needed words
To offer to oppose the like of this.
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Alan Riach: Coda
The lunatic, the lover and the poet –
What madness reigns and what fanatic zeal
Or uttermost despondency, what icy depths, what cold
Of unremitting distance and command? What care,
Attention, intuitive knowledge, sympathetic grasp,
Imagination’s ecstasy, material touch and taste,
The physic of that physicality, what bodies are and what
This body is. The work of the accord that writing brings
When source and delivery, sustenance and strength
Are kept in balance here, this godly and ungodly world,
These three in one, these multitudes of meanings:
Are of imagination all compact –
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Notes
The quotation by Michael Grieve is from The Glasgow Herald (10 September 1988; the
final phrase in the quotation is from the opening paragraph of The Scotsman’s
editorial, 11 September 1978, where the verb is present tense).
Alexander Moffat’s ‘Hugh MacDiarmid: Hymn to Lenin’ is in the Scottish National Portrait
Gallery. See: https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/48561/christopher-murraygrieve-nom-de-plume-hugh-macdiarmid-1892-1978-poet-and-writer-hymn-lenin
Alexander Moffat’s ‘Poets’ Pub’ is in the Scottish National Portrait Gallery.
See: https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/8217/poets-pub
Ruth Nicol’s ‘Holyrood, 2014: The Scottish Parliament’ is in the Scottish Parliament
building at Holyrood. See: https://www.parliament.scot/visitandlearn/88978.aspx
The essay ‘Landmarks: Hugh MacDiarmid’s Brownsbank – Paintings by Alexander Moffat
and Ruth Nicol, Poems by Alan Riach’ can be found on these websites:
Biggar and Upper Clydesdale Museum: See https://biggarmuseumtrust.co.uk/
Hugh MacDiarmid’s Brownsbank: See http://www.macdiarmidsbrownsbank.org.uk/
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